to add value

We offer all of the major decorating technologies from
graphic services to package decoration. Customers rely
on Multi-Color for unbiased consultation to identify the best decorating
solution for their brand marketing needs.

graphics
Multi-Color offers a variety of
pre-press and production services,
such as ﬁle preparation, print
cylinder engraving, full-color
design prototypes, color prooﬁng
and smart templates. These
in-house services allow us to
process our customers’ digital
graphic ﬁles directly from the
designer to the printer, saving
our customers time and money.

decorating solutions

Pressure-Sensitive Labels
The largest category in the overall
label market because of their simple,
self-adhesive qualities, pressuresensitive labels offer Multi-Color
signiﬁcant growth opportunities.
We innovate the category by adding
compelling marketing features like
peel and reseal labels, clear ﬁlms,
and promotional peel-away coupon
capabilities.
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Cut & Stack Labels
Cut & stack paper and ﬁlm labels are
applied to glass, plastic and metal
containers. They are a cost-effective
solution for high-volume food and
beverage products, and a decorating
option for glass and plastic beer
bottles worldwide.

In-Mold Labels
As the inventor of in-mold labels
for blow-molded containers,
Multi-Color is the leader in
technology and market share. We
continue to lead in this category by
developing stronger, lighter weight
materials, peel-away coupons and
other innovative features.

Cincinnati, Ohio based Multi-Color Corporation is a premier global resource of innovative decorating solutions and packaging services to
consumer product and food and beverage companies, retailers and container manufacturers worldwide. Multi-Color is one of the world’s
largest producers of in-mold labels (IMLs) and heat transfer labels (HTLs), and a major manufacturer of high-quality cut-and-stack and
pressure sensitive labels and shrink sleeves. The Company’s Packaging Services Division, Quick Pak, is a leading provider of promotional
packaging, assembly and fulﬁllment services. Multi-Color has nine manufacturing locations in the United States. Its products are shipped
to more than 650 customers in the United States, Canada, Mexico, and Central and South America.

packaging
Multi-Color is a leading provider of high-volume
contract packaging and decorating services. Our
promotional packaging, custom assembly and turnkey
project management resources help national retailers
and consumer product manufacturers innovate their
product promotions and merchandising campaigns.

Heat Transfer Labels
Multi-Color is a leading provider in
this label category. By transferring ink
directly onto the container surface by
heat and pressure, heat transfer’s “no
label” look offers customers limitless
decorating approaches and vivid
imagery. Heat transfer applications are
desirable for many food and beverage,
home care, and health and beauty
products.

Shrink Sleeves
The growing popularity of shrink
sleeves is evident in food and
beverage and health and beauty care
where companies extend their brand
360° around the package. Produced
as sleeves, these colorful labels are
slid onto containers and heated to
conform precisely to the contours of
the containers.
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Financial Highlights
(amounts in thousands except per share data)

Year ended

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

Net Revenues

$ 205,272

$ 139,466

$ 126,961

$ 99,560

$ 72,624

Net Income

$

9,633

$

7,982

$

6,506

$ 6,335

$ 4,699

Diluted Earnings
Per Share(1)

$

1.43

$

1.21

$

0.99

$

$

0.99

0.76

(1) All share amounts have been adjusted to reﬂect the 3-for-2 stock splits effective November 30, 2001 and
November 30, 2003.

to create value
■

Net Revenues increased 47% to a record $205 million, due to a strong organic
growth rate of 11% and our NorthStar Print Group acquisition

■

Net Income grew to a record $9.6 million, a 21% increase

■

Diluted Earnings Per Share rose by 18% to a record $1.43

■

Shareholders’ Equity increased 23% to more than $53 million

■

Total Debt decreased by nearly $13 million, a 32% reduction

Diluted Earnings
per Share

($ in millions)

($ in millions)

($)
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to produce the

right solution
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Dear Fellow
Shareholders,
As Multi-Color Corporation delivers its eighth consecutive
year of increased sales, I am also thrilled to report our sixth
consecutive year of increased net earnings.
The effective delivery of our value proposition has
produced organic growth double our historic norms and
strong sales to new customers in ﬁscal 2006. The range

Innovation that works for customers
As Multi-Color continues to help our customers
enhance shelf appeal and differentiate their products

of decorating solutions that Multi-Color possesses to

in the marketplace, we reinforce the trust global

support brand design and product innovation for national

companies have in us by participating in numerous

and global consumer products companies is unmatched.

new product launches.

This continues to differentiate us in the marketplace and
drives the long-term growth of our company.

As the inventor of the in-mold label, Multi-Color
has a long history of technical expertise. It’s not

Fo r b e s m a g a z i n e r e c o g n i z e s Multi-Color as one of America’s best small companies
In their October 31, 2005 edition, Forbes ranked Multi-Color 41st in its listing of the “200 Best Small Companies in America.” It is the second time in three years
that Multi-Color has been listed in the Forbes rankings. ■ The Forbes list spotlights companies that deliver strong, consistent, and proﬁtable growth. According to
Forbes, the companies listed performed well when measured over the last 12 months and the past ﬁve years. In addition to being ranked 41st overall, Multi-Color
was ranked 32nd for ﬁve-year average return on equity (ROE). ■ Forbes ranked Multi-Color’s Board of Directors in the top 1% nationally for corporate governance.

Multi-Color representatives offer a concept-to-

surprising that we reinvented the in-mold label for

container solution. We are not just pushing a single

Procter & Gamble’s new Olay Body Wash®. Using

product. This provides customers with an objective

multiple printing processes and metallic holographic

perspective of the various decorating solutions available.

effects, Multi-Color’s new clear in-mold label adds

We want what is best for our customers.

stiffness to the container and improves the product’s

As our industry’s innovation leader, we ensure that
Multi-Color provides the best value to our customers.

overall dispensing performance.
As you’ll read later in this annual report, our

Leadership opens the door to more growth opportunities.

desire to innovate and be the best at what we do has

That is why we are viewed as partners in the brand

earned us technical industry acclaim. We won more

marketing process. We help global consumer product

than 20 international awards in ﬁscal 2006, including

companies and national retailers promote their brands,

an unprecedented 16 awards in the 28th Annual

increase speed to market, and reduce overall packaging

Awards Competition sponsored by the Tag and Label

costs. We’re constantly changing the way we do things

Manufacturers Institute, Inc. Perhaps what is most

in order to get a better result because we’re never

impressive about these awards is that they represent

satisﬁed. We’re constantly innovating.

all of Multi-Color’s decorating solutions: cut &

Another year of

stack, in-mold, heat transfer, pressure-sensitive,
and shrink sleeve.

progressive growth
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“No other company
within our industry can do
what we do.”

Francis D. Gerace
President and
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

Innovation that works
for shareholders
The successful execution of our business model has
produced outstanding results. Our relentless drive to
constantly improve the value we provide has led to an
increasing number of satisﬁed customers; and satisﬁed
customers lead to satisﬁed shareholders. During ﬁscal 2006,
we provided our shareholders with the following results:
• Share price increased 54%
• Continued the $0.05 per share quarterly dividend
established in ﬁscal 2005
• Increased Shareholders’ Equity by 23% to $53 million

These strong results were recognized by the ﬁnancial
community as Forbes magazine ranked Multi-Color 41st in its
listing of the “200 Best Small Companies in America”. In June
2005, we were added to the initial Russell Microcap™ Index.
Inclusion in the Russell Microcap Index will continue to raise
the visibility of our company within the investment community.
We are committed to delivering predictable and reliable
results through revenue and income increases, and growth
in earnings per share and cash ﬂow.

Multi-Color is a more balanced company with a
combination of technologies and services targeted at
various consumer markets. We serve a diverse customer
base with a blend of products, featuring the largest portfolio
of decorating technologies in the industry.
We are focused on manufacturing efﬁciencies and
reducing costs. The NorthStar acquisition and future
acquisitions provide us with the scale that helps build
strong partnerships with suppliers. Strong supply chain
relationships broaden our access to innovation, lower cost
materials, and new technologies.
I want to thank the Board of Directors for their support.
My sincere thanks and best wishes go to David Pease,
who is retiring from our Board after 20 years of loyal
and dedicated service to our shareholders. Also, I want to
thank all 850 Multi-Color associates for their hard work,
dedication, and innovation.
No other company within our industry can do what
we do. The successful execution of our business strategy
continues to produce industry-leading ﬁnancial results.

What to expect going forward
Our objectives for ﬁscal year 2007 are:
- Win new customers
- Grow with existing customers

Francis D. Gerace

- Drive low cost manufacturing

President and
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

- Expand international business
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Consumer product companies come
to Multi-Color knowing the best
decorating technology leads to

the

best result.
Results may manifest themselves in different ways,
but the best results manifest themselves by turning

a better way to showcase its Miller Genuine Draft®

consumers into customers. Sometimes it’s through

product to a new and different target audience and

technological advances in package decoration.

wanted a new package equal to the challenge.

Other times, it involves marketing promotions,

And ﬁnally, when Bacardi wanted to launch its

such as integrating peel-away coupons with label

new Rev® brand, Multi-Color played a major role in

applications where none had existed before.

developing a contemporary new look for this ready-

Many times, it’s about speed to market; how can
Multi-Color ﬁnd a way to collapse the supply chain

to-drink beverage.
In every case, the most trusted brands in the

or production process so the customer can get its

world rely on us to provide unbiased advice, the full

product on store shelves faster.

spectrum of decorating technologies, a competitive

In the case of Procter & Gamble, our patent-

price, and ﬂawless execution. But most of all, they

pending innovation took the form of using the cap of

trust us to innovate their brand packaging and turn

the detergent bottle as an entirely new area of the

consumers into customers.

package to extend the Tide® brand.

From concept-to-container
Multi-Color provided Miller Brewing Company with
a concept-to-container spectrum of services when it
introduced its “Taste Referee” promotion. The process
started with advising them on the advantages of shrink
sleeve and identifying the appropriate Multi-Color
shrink sleeve materials. We then created prototype
samples, produced ﬁnished labels, and managed the
label application.
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For Miller Brewing Company, it was looking for

For Procter & Gamble, it was an exciting new brand extension; not
only to another product, but to another area of the container. For
Multi-Color, it was true concept-to-container service, showcasing
our entire team: Product Leadership, Graphic Services, Decorating
Solutions and Packaging Services.

A new era in

brand marketing

P&G was launching its latest product line extension, Tide with Febreze®
Freshness, and wanted to turn the container’s cap into a new marketing
opportunity. Their list of requirements for the unadorned cap was challenging:
■ attract shopper’s attention in the overcrowded laundry detergent aisle
■ distinguish Tide with Febreze Freshness from other Tide products
■ create a label with robust graphics
■ develop a label that could withstand the ﬁlling and capping process and
still stay in place each time it was handled in the store and at home.

After thorough technical evaluation, Multi-Color’s shrink sleeve
decorating technology proved to be the best method of decoration.
Since shrink sleeves met the 360° graphics requirement, our Product
Innovation team took on the challenge to develop a label strong
enough to withstand the rigorous capping process and constant
handling during stocking and at home with consumers.
It was a true team effort as we were able to handle the entire
process in-house, from product development to graphics production
to label decoration. In the end, our Packaging Services team
delivered a complete decorated cap to P&G’s ﬁlling line.
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Partnering
A good example of our partnership program
began with Miller Brewing Company relaunching

for better results

Miller Genuine Draft®. They wanted an entirely
new package with new labels to complement their

After we presented several different label

marketing campaign. The uniqueness of Miller’s

options, Miller chose our clear, pressure-sensitive

cold-ﬁltering process allows use of a clear bottle

label that had the appropriate depth and reﬂective

which makes a clear pressure sensitive label a

“sheen” to meet Miller’s marketing needs.

natural choice.
Since Miller’s timeframe from concept to

In a short period of time, Miller Brewing
Company introduced a new marketing campaign for

container was extremely aggressive, they turned

its award-winning beer, complete with new, clear

to a partner they knew could provide innovative

pressure sensitive labels decorated with shimmering

ideas, next generation manufacturing capabilities

gold and silver inks.

and ﬂawless execution.

Taking in-mold to the next level
Olay Ribbon Body Wash® features in-mold labels
produced using multiple printing processes with metallic
holographic effects. Multi-Color’s new clear in-mold
labels complement the uniquely shaped translucent
bottles to provide stiffness to the container’s sidewalls
and improve overall dispensing performance.
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Award winning
For nine consecutive years,
Multi-Color has earned
Miller Brewing Company’s
Partners in Excellence Award.

Promotion through packaging
Arizona Beverage Company relies on Multi-Color’s
eye-catching shrink sleeve labels to promote its
Arizona® Tea beverages.

Innovative products need innovative labels
When Procter & Gamble created a new way of dispensing liquid
dishwashing detergent, it required an innovative look to the label
as well. Printed with a combination of ink chemistries, these clear
pressure-sensitive labels create the necessary “foam look” to enhance
the visual appeal of Dawn Direct Foam®.
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Meeting the demands of

technology

to replicate the necessary “sheen” of an
aluminum can.
We knew shrink sleeve would meet
the graphic requirements, so our Product
Leadership team embraced the task of
developing a special shrink sleeve material

Multi-Color teamed up with Labatt Brewing

that would allow the sleeve to shrink

Company and DuPont® to produce a new

“just enough.”

label system for the world’s ﬁrst insulated
beer can.

To produce the sheen Labatt wanted,
these sleeves were rotogravure printed

The revolutionary Labatt Blue Cold One™
utilizes a unique Multi-Color shrink sleeve

using a bright silver metallic ink.
Multi-Color Graphic Services produced

label and DuPont’s Cool2Go Wrap™ to provide

all pre-press work including color

a thin thermal barrier to insulate the beer.

separations and cylinder engraving.

Our challenge was to identify and

To say the Labatt Blue Cold One™

produce a label that could adhere without

insulated can is a hit is an understatement.

compressing and damaging the insulating

After the successful launch in Canada, they

layer. Labatt also wanted the new label

are now launching in the United States.

Compressing the supply chain

Reinforcing brand image

In-mold labels were the perfect solution for Method®
Laundry detergent and the unique shape of its bottle.
Multi-Color’s in-house Graphic Services
helped Method eliminate unnecessary
steps and expenses in order to
meet its extremely aggressive
production timeline.

Wipes are a growing product category, so the labels we produced
for Method All Purpose Wipes® needed to have a clean, modern
look—reinforcing the brand image. Full-body, shrink sleeve
labels met the aesthetic requirements of the brand, adding 360°
decorating capability.
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Multi-Color wins more than

20

major awards
Multi-Color won an unprecedented 16 awards at the 28th Annual Awards
Competition sponsored by the Tag and Label Manufacturers Institute, Inc.

The award winners represented all of our decorating solutions, including shrink sleeve, pressure-sensitive,
heat transfer, cut & stack, and in-mold labels, and all of our label production facilities. Our graphic
services operations performed the pre-press for many of the winning labels. In addition, the winning
labels were printed using all of our printing technologies including rotogravure, offset, and ﬂexography.
Winning labels included eight First Place, ﬁve Second Place and three Honorable Mention awards.

16 Awards from the Tag and
Label Manufacturers Institute

Four Awards of Excellence
from the Packaging and Label
Gravure Association

Golden Cylinder Award from the
Gravure Association of America

World Label
Association Award
Procter & Gamble Olay® Total
Effects wet-cleansing cloths
won the Excellence in Technical
Achievement in Printing Award
from the World Label Association.

Image is everything
When you’re targeting young, active, club goers and ﬁghting
for recognition in the highly competitive ready-to-drink
beverage category, image is everything. So when Bacardi
asked us to help launch its Rev® brand, we recommended
our ink-only heat transfer technology with 360° of color
wrapped all around a clear bottle, providing Rev with a more
contemporary look, unique to its category.
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Speed

to market

Everyday is deadline day, as we
package, assemble and fulﬁll an
average of over 200,000 units daily.

This is part of the reason international
health and beauty manufacturer,
Kao Brands, wanted us to help produce
its latest point of purchase (POP)
display for Jergen’s® Natural Glow Self

To manage this process for our customers
and allow for future growth, Multi-Color

Tanning line.
They projected it to be a big seller

invested in a new warehouse management

and needed a partner who not only had

system. This complete upgrade has

the capacity to handle large volumes

transformed an entirely paper-based

and short turnaround times, but one

system to a highly efﬁcient radio frequency

who was close to its distribution

operation, allowing us to monitor and track

centers and maintained the highest

every single item throughout the entire

quality standards.

supply chain to include receiving, storing,
producing and shipping.

Multi-Color’s ability to scale up
quickly was instrumental in helping
Jergen’s Natural Glow Self Tanning Daily
Moisturizer become a huge success.
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... and ﬂawless

execution

Adding sizzle
to new products

Gaiam knew this task involved
many planning, sourcing and logistical
challenges and that outsourcing it to a
company like Multi-Color was the best

Multi-Color’s design, engineering and
logistical expertise was tested again by

way to get it done right.
Multi-Color Packaging Services

Gaiam® Real Goods, a company that

meets these types of challenges on a

offers eco-savvy products that promote

daily basis. We coordinate and track

lifestyles of health and sustainability.

the numerous components necessary

Under an extremely tight timeframe,

to complete these detailed packages,

we were asked to build and assemble

before, during and after assembly . . .

attractive and customized packaging for

and ship them to Gaiam’s distribution

several products, all originating from

center on time . . . ﬂawlessly.

different points across the globe.
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A fresh approach to

sales promotion

its 32 ounce reﬁllable bottle and pressuresensitive labels for its 12 ounce spray bottle.

Teachers have long known that education
is the silver bullet for many of society’s ills.

feature a bottle of Fit along with a colander

It turns out that the same holds true for

and soaking bowl. This allowed HealthPro

marketers and their challenges as well.

Brands to educate consumers how to use its

Fit® Fruit and Vegetable Wash is an
effective way to rid produce of a variety

product correctly.
Finally, we pulled all of the components

of residue types. The problem was that

together into a complete point of purchase

consumers weren’t exactly sure what it

display and were able to warehouse and

was or how to use it properly, so Fit turned

direct ship to customers and distributors

to the decorating solutions and packaging

as needed.

services leader, Multi-Color, for help.
First, Fit needed a visual that captured

12

Next, we built a promotional display to

This demonstrates another great
example of how Multi-Color helps turn

the essence of fresh fruits and vegetables.

consumers into customers by providing a

Multi-Color worked with HealthPro Brands

complete decorating solution—now

to produce vibrant in-mold labels for

that’s
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